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Abstract

We present a novel code search approach for answering queries focused on API-usage with code showing how the API should be used.

To construct a search index, we develop new techniques for statically mining and consolidating temporal API specifications from code snippets. In contrast to existing semantic-based techniques, our approach handles partial programs in the form of code snippets. Handling snippets allows us to consume code from various sources such as parts of open source projects, educational resources (e.g. tutorials), and expert code sites. To handle code snippets, our approach (i) extracts a possibly partial temporal specification from each snippet using a relatively precise static analysis tracking a generalized notion of typestate, and (ii) consolidates the partial temporal specifications, combining consistent partial information to yield consolidated temporal specifications, each of which captures a full(er) usage scenario.

To answer a search query, we define a notion of relaxed inclusion matching a query against temporal specifications and their corresponding code snippets.

We have implemented our approach in a tool called PRIME and applied it to search for API usage of several challenging APIs. PRIME was able to analyze and consolidate thousands of snippets per tested API, and our results indicate that the combination of a relatively precise analysis and consolidation allowed PRIME to answer challenging queries effectively.
## Abbreviations and Notations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>API</td>
<td>Application Programming Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTS</td>
<td>Potentially Partial Temporal Specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFA</td>
<td>Deterministic Final-state Automata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API method</td>
<td>A method which is declared part of an API</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>client method</td>
<td>A non-API method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unknown method</td>
<td>A client for which the code is unknown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 1

Introduction

Programmers make extensive use of frameworks and libraries. To perform standard tasks such as parsing an XML file or communicating with a database, programmers use standard frameworks rather than writing code from scratch. Unfortunately, a typical framework API can involve hundreds of classes with dozens of methods each, and often requires specific sequences of operations that have to be invoked on specific objects in order to perform a single task (e.g., [41, 27, 39, 6, 40]). Even experienced programmers might spend hours trying to understand how to use a seemingly simple API [27].

To write code that uses a library correctly, one can rely on code examples from other programs that use that library. The availability of textual code search services (e.g., Koders [22], GitHub search [15]) and expert sites (e.g., [34]) exposes the programmer to a vast number of API usage examples in the form of code snippets — arbitrary segments of code. Understanding how to use an API by manually browsing through such snippets, however, is an extremely challenging task: (i) A code snippet often covers only part of the desirable use case, and extracting a full scenario may require putting several different snippets together. (ii) A code snippet may invoke methods where the method body is not available, and thus its effect is unknown. (iii) Code snippets using the API of interest may appear in different contexts, making it hard for a programmer to tease out the relevant details. (iv) While most code snippets using the API are doing so correctly, some may be erroneous. As a result, manually browsing through the massive number of snippets, searching for “the right ones”, is time consuming and error-prone — making it hard for a human to benefit from this vast amount of available information. Furthermore, the same reasons also present a significant challenge for automatic analysis techniques.
Goal Our long term goal is to develop a search-engine that can answer semantic code-search queries, dealing with how an API is used, in a way that consolidates, distills, and ranks matching code snippets.

To construct a search index for a particular API, we aim to use all available snippets we can find using textual code search engines, expert sites, and other sources. Therefore, in contrast to many existing approaches (e.g., [32, 44]), we do not assume that we have the full code of the projects in which we are searching, and our goal is to be able to handle a large number of code snippets obtained from various sources without requiring the ability to build or run entire projects. This goal presents two major challenges: (i) analysis of snippets (partial programs) (ii) consolidation of the partial information obtained from individual snippets.

The way to address these challenges depends on the level of semantic information used as a basis for search. The semantic information maintained for each code snippet should be: rich enough to describe the usage scenarios demonstrated by the code, feasible to construct efficiently, and amenable to efficient comparison operations. In this paper, we focus on (potentially partial) temporal specifications capturing sequences of API method invocations. Technically, we use a slightly generalized notion of typestate properties (see Section 4) that we believe to be a sweet spot in that regard. In contrast to existing approaches that only track sequences of method calls in terms of their resulting types (e.g., [27, 36]), we track generalized typestate properties, providing a more accurate description of API usage. Throughout the paper, we use the term potentially partial temporal specification (PTS) to refer to the semantic information extracted from a code snippet.

Extracting temporal specifications from partial code One of the main challenges we face is extracting temporal specifications from partial code that is most likely non-executable, and often cannot even be compiled using a standard compiler. By nature of their incompleteness, snippets are virtually impossible to run, presenting a significant obstacle to dynamic specification mining techniques (e.g., [4, 43, 7, 14]), and motivating the use of static analysis techniques. Even when turning to static analysis, new challenges arise: While handling partial code snippets is no obstacle to static approaches that are syntactic in nature (such as textual search), it poses a significant challenge for approaches that require semantic analysis of the code (e.g.,[32, 44]), as important parts of the code such as type and method definitions may be missing.

Combining partial temporal specifications A code snippet may be partial in two respects: (i) it may be covering only part of an API usage scenario, (ii) because
the snippet may only contain part of the original program’s code, it may invoke client methods for which the method body is not available. As a result, obtaining a full temporal specification often requires consolidation of information extracted from several code snippets. Consolidating PTSs requires a representation that can capture the missing information in one PTS and use other PTSs to consistently complete it.

**Our Approach** We present a novel code search engine capable of answering API-usage code search queries with consolidated results showing how the API should be used.

**Index Representation** We capture temporal specifications which exhibit *relations between different API classes*. We extend the classical notion of single-object type-state properties [35] by adding a creation context that can span multiple objects. This generalization naturally captures the common case of initialization sequences building an ensemble of objects to accomplish a task [27].

To handle partial examples, we allow temporal specifications to contain edges with “unknown” labels. Such edges represent an invocation of an unknown method, possibly hiding an arbitrary sequence of API calls. The unknown edges serve as markers that information at this part of the specification is missing. Technically, a specification is represented as a deterministic finite-state automaton (DFA). Every edge in the DFA is labeled by an unknown event or by a signature of a method in the API (not necessarily all from the same API class). The DFA therefore defines the (partial) language of interactions with that API.

**Index Construction** To obtain temporal specifications from snippets we need to:
(i) accurately track (unbounded) sequences of API calls in each snippet and use them to derive (partial) specifications. (ii) because the sequences from each snippet may be partial, consolidate them into larger specifications that capture the full behavior of the API.

**Analyzing a Snippet** We use a relatively precise static inter-procedural analysis tracking aliasing information to analyze a snippet and produce a PTS. We use unknown edges in the PTS to represent missing information. For example, when the body of an invoked client method is not present, we capture this fact using an unknown edge in the PTS. However, when the body of an invoked client method is present in the snippet, we perform inter-procedural analysis of the invoked method.

**Consolidating Partial Temporal Specifications** To obtain temporal specifications that capture the full use cases of the API we need to consolidate and amalgamate
the individual partial specifications. Towards that end, we develop a technique of “unknown elimination” that iteratively attempts to consolidate matching PTSs such that unknown edges in a PTS are replaced with matching paths found in other PTSs.

**Code Search** Given a search query in the form of a partial program using unknowns (similar to sketch [33]), our search algorithm finds consolidated temporal specifications, each of which covers the query, along with their matching code snippets. This is done by mapping the given query into the specification space and using a notion of relaxed inclusion to match its PTS with PTSs in the index. By keeping a mapping from each point in the specification space back to its corresponding code snippet, we can report code snippets to the programmer. The ranking of the results is done by counting the number of similar snippets. This measure can also give the programmer an indication of whether her use of the API agrees with common usage patterns (and thus is likely correct) or not (and is thus often incorrect).

**Related Work** The problems of code search and code recommendation systems have seen increasing interest in recent years, and many inspiring solutions have been developed targeting different aspects of these problems (e.g., [36, 44, 31, 2, 32, 17, 18]).

The closest works to ours are [44] and [32], which target static mining of temporal API specifications. These works, as most previous work on semantic code search and static specification mining, rely on the ability to compile entire projects for complete type information, which prevents them from exploiting many examples available on the internet. This is a critical difference, as the challenge of obtaining all the code required for successfully building and analyzing a large-scale project remains a significant barrier to semantic indexing of large code bases. Assuming that the full code is available dodges the problem of consolidation which is a central challenge in our work.

Other works such as [36] and [27] can only answer queries about how to obtain one type from another via a sequence of method calls. The relatively shallow analysis employed by these can handle partial programs, but it produces a large number of answers that lack the temporal information about how a component is to be used, making it hard for the programmer to pick the right sequence.

An elaborate discussion of related work appears in Section 8.

**Main Contributions** The contributions of this paper are:

- We present a novel semantic code search algorithm capable of answering
API-usage code search queries in the form of partial programs. Queries are answered with consolidated code showing how an API should be used.

- To obtain semantic information from code we develop new techniques for statically mining and consolidating temporal API specifications from code snippets. The mined specifications are generalized typestate properties that contain a creation context potentially spanning multiple objects, and may be partial, possibly containing “unknown” edges.

- We consolidate partial temporal specifications by a novel alignment technique that eliminates unknowns in a partial specification using information from other (closely related) specifications. To our knowledge, we are the first to apply such consolidation techniques in the context of code search or specification mining.

- We introduce a notion of relaxed inclusion and corresponding techniques to match PTSs to a query and produce a consolidated collection of snippets that cover the desired usage scenario.

- We have implemented our approach in a tool called PRIME, and evaluated it on a number of challenging APIs. We show that PRIME can be used to successfully answer expressive search queries.
Chapter 2

Overview

2.1 Motivating Example

Given a task such as uploading a file to an FTP server, and a Java API such as the FTPClient class from the Apache Commons Net library capable of doing that, the question is, how do we use that API to perform the task? FTPClient exposes around a hundred methods and actually requires a specific method invocation sequence to successfully upload a file, leaving us lost and forcing us to seek help. Manually searching for code examples online requires time and effort, and finding the precise example that matches our needs may not be easy.

Instead, we run PRIME, which allows us to search for relevant examples based on our partial knowledge of what the code should look like. PRIME first uses textual search to download thousands of code snippets using the FTPClient API, among them partial snippets similar to those shown in Fig. 2.1. The obtained snippets are used for construction of a search index. Snippets are typically entire methods, or even entire classes, though PRIME can also handle snippets that contain “holes”. PRIME then receives a query in the form of partial code, for instance as in Fig. 2.2 — this query is typical of a user who generally understands how to communicate with a server, but is not aware of the fine details of the API.

In this example, no code snippet demonstrates the full use case of an FTPClient all the way from connect to storeFile and eventually to disconnect. Therefore, when observing the individual code snippets and comparing them to the query, no match is found. This problem reflects the challenge in dealing with partial programs as the basis for search.

To address this challenge, PRIME applies consolidation techniques during index construction for combining PTSs extracted from individual snippets. Intuitively, each PTS can be thought of as a piece of a puzzle, and consolidation can be un-
FTPClient connectTo(String server, String user, String pass) {
    FTPClient ftp = new FTPClient();
    ftp.connect(server);
    if (ftp.getReplyCode() != 230) return null;
    ftp.login(user, pass);
    return ftp;
}

void disconnectFrom(FTPClient ftp) {
    if (ftp.isConnected()) {
        ftp.logout();
        ftp.disconnect();
    }
}

void storeFile(FTPClient ftp, String username, String password, String remotePath, InputStream input) {
    ftp.login(username, password);
    ftp.storeFile(remotePath, input);
    ftp.logout();
}

void upload(String server, String user, String pass, String remotePath, InputStream input) {
    FTPClient ftp = new FTPClient();
    ftp.connect(server);
    if (ftp.getReplyCode() == 230) {
        MyFTPUtils.uploadFile(ftp, user, pass, remotePath, input);
        ftp.disconnect();
    }
}

Figure 2.1: Code snippets using FTPClient.

FTPClient ftp = new FTPClient();
ftp.connect(server);
ftp.?
ftp.storeFile(rem, in);
ftp.?
ftp.disconnect();

Figure 2.2: A partial-code query written by a user.
understood as putting these pieces together to obtain the full picture. Technically, PRIME analyzes each snippet to produce an automaton as shown in Fig. 2.3 and consolidates the individual automata together to create two summaries of usage, as shown in Fig. 2.4. Generally, the state numbering in the figures does not affect the meaning of the specification and is only used for presentation purposes. In these figures, we use the state numbering to show correspondence between the individual (partial) and the consolidated automata.

The query is now matched by one of the consolidated results. The relevant pieces of code, e.g. `connectTo`, `storeFile` and `disconnectFrom` from Fig. 2.1, are then returned, aligned together, giving us a simple yet effective visual guide for writing the code.

In addition to consolidation of partial specifications, PRIME assists the programmer in identifying common use cases by ranking the results based on the number of snippets that correspond to each specification. This is useful even when the query can be matched by a PTS before consolidation.

In the simple example of this section, each code snippet corresponds to a simple sequence of method invocations. However, in practice, many of the obtained automata have a more complex structure, for example if some method can be invoked repeatedly, or if two different methods can follow the same method invocation.

2.2 Our Approach

PRIME downloads thousands of code snippets automatically using a textual code search engine. These code snippets (partial programs) are used to construct a
void listFiles(String server, String username,
    String password, String dir, int n) {
    FTPClient ftp = new FTPClient();
    ftp.connect(server);
    ftp.login(username, password);
    FTPListParseEngine engine = ftp.initiateListParsing(dir);
    while (engine.hasNext()) {
        FTPFile[] files = engine.getNext(n);
    }
    printFiles(files);
    ftp.logout();
    ftp.disconnect();
}

Figure 2.6: Listing all the files in a remote directory, \( n \) at a time.
search index for a set of APIs of interest, as defined by the user. When a query is given, PRIME evaluates it against the index.

**Index Representation** PRIME extracts from each snippet a potentially partial temporal specification that captures sequences of API method invocations. We use a deterministic finite-state automaton (DFA) to represent a temporal specification. We refer to such a DFA as a *history*. The histories generated for our example are depicted in Fig. 2.3. There are several points to observe here:

**Partial method sequences** In the absence of a clear entry point for an example (e.g. if the snippet was an entire class), we consider each method as a possible entry point. Thus, the API methods invoked on each object do not necessarily contain its creation phase. Similarly, a single snippet does not necessarily capture the full sequence of events in an object’s lifetime. For example, `connectTo()` by itself leaves an `FTPClient` object in an intermediate state, without properly logging out and disconnecting, while `disconnectFrom()` does not show the prefix of a common usage. In such cases, we use a special *unknown* event, denoted ?, to model an unknown sequence of events (e.g. Fig. 2.3(b)). The unknown event records the fact that the partial specification can agree with other specifications that match it up to unknowns. Our goal is for the missing sequence to be filled-in by other examples.

**Unknown methods** The method `upload()` invokes the method `MyFTPUtils.uploadFile()` whose code is inaccessible and its defining class `MyFTPUtils` is unknown. Similarly to the treatment of partial method sequences, we use an unknown event to denote the invocation of an unknown method.

**Method sequences across multiple types** Some API usage scenarios span multiple objects of different types. While the relation between objects can potentially be complex, one common pattern is that of objects being created by API methods invoked on different objects. For example, the code in Fig. 2.6 demonstrates how to list all the remote files in an FTP server directory, n entries at a time, using an object of type `FTPListParseEngine`.

Our histories exhibit the creation-relation between objects, adding the history of the creating object as the prefix of the history of the created object. This allows us to see the entire flow of API method invocations over multiple objects of related types required to create an API object and perform a certain task. For example, Fig. 2.7 shows a creation-context-enabled DFA recorded for the object of type `FTPListParseEngine` when analyzing the code of Fig. 2.6. The
logout() and disconnect() methods that are invoked on the creating object of type FTPClient will only be part of the creating object’s DFA.

Note that techniques that mine single-object typestate specifications (e.g., [32]) can only capture specifications such as the small part highlighted in Fig. 2.7. Techniques that only track type conversions (e.g., [27, 36]) cannot track state changes such as the fact that FTPClient needs to be connected and logged-in before creating an FTPLListParseEngine, or like the state changes in the specification of Fig. 2.4i.

**Index Construction** To tackle the challenges arising when considering arbitrary code snippets, PRIME separates the construction of the search index into two phases: the analysis phase and the consolidation phase.

**Analysis phase** During the analysis phase, each code snippet is analyzed separately to distill and gather relevant semantic data. Some of the code snippets cannot be compiled, let alone executed. PRIME therefore analyzes the downloaded code snippets using interprocedural static analysis with points-to and aliasing information, and tracks the sequences of API method invocations observed in them for each API object, in order to derive the PTSs. In particular, PRIME has a special treatment for unknown types and methods to allow us to work around them and extract the knowable information, while clearly marking the unknowns. We emphasize that only non-API methods whose implementation is either missing or unresolved are treated as unknown. In any other case, an interprocedural analysis takes place.

In order to capture creation-context, the analysis maintains a relation between objects at the point of creation, copying the prefix of the creating object into the created object.

**Unbounded sequences and sets of allocated objects** The analysis has to address two sources of unboundedness: unbounded number of allocated objects (e.g., objects of type FTPFile in Fig. 2.6), and an unbounded length of API method invocation sequences (e.g., the while loop calling hasNext and getNext on an FTPLListParseEngine in Fig. 2.6). To address the former, we use a heap abstraction based on access paths, similar to the ones used in [12]. To address the latter, we introduce a new abstraction representing sequences (with unknowns) in a bounded way using DFAs, as described in Section 4.2. The abstraction is responsible for transforming the tracked sequences into PTSs.

**Consolidation phase** The consolidation phase is responsible for making sense of the partial specifications obtained from individual code snippets, by completing
their unknowns when possible and amalgamating them together. As our experiments indicate, this is a crucial ingredient in a successful search-engine. To our knowledge, we are the first to apply such consolidation techniques in the context of code search or specification mining.

**Unknown Elimination** In many cases, unknowns in one history can be resolved based on other histories. For example, the unknown event in Fig. 2.3a follows a `login()` event. It can therefore be matched to the sequence `storeFile()`, `logout()`, ? from Fig. 2.3c, which also follows a `login()` event. This matching based on shared context implies that the unknown event most likely represents the above sequence and can therefore be replaced by it. Our approach generalizes the same principle to perform unknown elimination in DFAs, where an unknown-edge can be replaced by a DFA.

The unknown-elimination process is iterated until no further eliminations can take place (special care is needed to ensure termination). Elimination of some unknown-transitions can enable elimination of others. For example, the first unknown event in history Fig. 2.3d cannot be eliminated at first, since no other history contains a matching context of both a preceding `getReplyCode()` event and a following `disconnect()` event. However, as a result of other eliminations it is eventually eliminated. In this example, all histories except for Fig. 2.3b are consolidated into Fig. 2.4i, which describes a correct usage of an `FTPClient` to store files. We therefore managed to mine a correct spec for `FTPClient` even though no single snippet contained the complete specification.

**Summarization** Histories that are isomorphic or included in one another are merged together. In this process, method invocations (edges) which appear at the same point in the history of more than one sample are assigned increased weights (exemplified by edges labeled ×3 in Fig. 2.4i). With a high enough number of samples, the edge weights allow us to identify the more likely full sequences which are performed on objects of type `FTPClient`.

**Query Language** We consider a straightforward query language which is nearly identical to Java, except that we allow a question mark character to follow the dot operator. A call `x.?` is interpreted as an unknown sequence of API method invocations on the object pointed by `x` (resembling the interpretation of an unknown client method invocation to which `x` was passed as a parameter). If this call is a part of an assignment `y = x.?`, then it is interpreted as an unknown initialization sequence of the object pointed by `y`, starting from the object pointed by `x` (and possibly referring to other objects of other types as well). Alternative query languages
are possible as long as queries can be translated to partial specifications in the form of DFAs with unknowns.

**Query Evaluation** To answer a query in the form of a partial program, PRIME first uses similar static analysis techniques to extract a PTS from the query’s partial code. For example, for the query given in Fig. 2.2, the obtained partial specification is depicted in Fig. 2.5. Matches to the query are found based on a novel notion of relaxed inclusion, tailored to handle partial specifications with unknown edges.

**Relaxed Inclusion** Relaxed inclusion resembles automata inclusion, except that unknown-edges of the included automaton can be replaced by paths (or sub-automata) of the including automaton. This captures the intuition that a match to the query should include it, but should also complete it in the sense of replacing its unknowns with more complete sequences of events.

In our example, Fig. 2.5 is included in Fig. 2.4i by the relaxed notion — even though it is not included in it by standard automata-inclusion — and is therefore returned as a match to the query. Recall that while this example demonstrates the idea on simple sequences, we in fact handle the more general notion of an automaton.

**Search Results** Before we present the user with results, we distill the obtained matches (in the form of consolidated histories) from parts that are irrelevant to the query and break them into linear sequences, for clarity. These sequences are ranked based both on the number of specifications summarized into the matching history, and on the likelihood of the particular sequence within its history (reflected by the weights of the corresponding history edges).

In order to present the user with code snippets, we keep a mapping from specifications back to the snippets from which they were created. In particular, each edge in a (consolidated) specification is mapped to a set of relevant snippets. For example, the `storeFile()` edge of Fig. 2.4i is mapped to the `storeFile` snippet only, while the `login()` edge is mapped to both `connectTo` and `storeFile`. The user can browse through the relevant code snippets accordingly.

The code snippets returned for the query in Fig. 2.2 appear in the thesis version of this work [28].
Chapter 3

Background

In this section, we provide basic background and definitions used throughout the paper. We first define what we mean by the terms API and client program.

Library API: A library API is a collection of class names $T_1, \ldots, T_n$, where each class has an associated set of method signatures corresponding to methods provided by the class.

Client: We use the term client program of an API to refer to a program that uses a given API by allocating objects of API classes and invoking methods of the API classes. We assume that API methods only affect the internal state of the library and do not change other components of the global state of the client program — which is indeed the standard procedure for most libraries, to preserve encapsulation.

Concrete Semantics We assume a standard imperative object-oriented language, and define a program state and evaluation of an expression in a program state in the standard manner. Restricting attention to reference types (the only types in Java that can receive method invocations), the semantic domains are defined in a standard way as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
L^\natural & \in 2^{\text{objects}^\natural} \\
\nu^\natural & \in \text{Val} = \text{objects}^\natural \cup \{\text{null}\} \\
\rho^\natural & \in \text{Env} = \text{VarId} \rightarrow \text{Val} \\
\pi^\natural & \in \text{Heap} = \text{objects}^\natural \times \text{FieldId} \rightarrow \text{Val} \\
\text{state}^\natural &= \langle L^\natural, \rho^\natural, \pi^\natural \rangle \in \text{States} = 2^{\text{objects}^\natural} \times \text{Env} \times \text{Heap}
\end{align*}
\]

where $\text{objects}^\natural$ is an unbounded set of dynamically allocated objects, $\text{VarId}$ is a set of local variable identifiers, and $\text{FieldId}$ is a set of field identifiers. To simplify notation, we omit typing from the definition. In practice, objects are typed and all
components admit correct typing.

A program state keeps track of the set $L^\flat$ of allocated objects, an environment $\rho^\flat$ mapping local variables to values, and a mapping $\pi^\flat$ from fields of allocated objects to values.

**Partial Programs** Our approach requires handling of partial programs. To simplify presentation, we assume that the code of each method we inspect is known in full, which means that all modifications of local state are known. An inspected method may invoke unknown methods, and refer to unknown types and fields. Our implementation also handles the more general (but less common) case of a method in which part of the code is missing.

We assume a standard semantics of partial programs updating a program state $(L^\flat, \rho^\flat, \pi^\flat)$, where an invocation of an unknown method can allocate any number of fresh objects and can modify its reachable objects arbitrarily (e.g. [8]).
Chapter 4

From Snippets to Partial Specifications

The first step of the index construction phase of our approach is analyzing each code snippet individually to extract a partial temporal specification describing how the example uses the API of interest.

In this section we first define an instrumented concrete semantics for partial programs that tracks “histories” for each tracked object, representing the way the API has been used. We show how partial temporal specifications, in the form of histories, express partial information extracted from a partial program. The notion of a history defines our choice of a formalism for index representation. Then, we describe an analysis responsible for deriving histories from individual snippets in terms of an abstraction of the instrumented concrete semantics.

4.1 Instrumented Semantics Tracking Partial Specs

We define an instrumented semantics that tracks the way a program uses an API by recording a history of relevant method invocations.

Events We refer to the invocation of an API method as an event. An event has a receiver object and a method signature. The receiver is the object whose method is invoked. Since static API method calls have no receiver, we instead treat those as an event for each of the method’s arguments, where the receiver is the argument and the signature is that of the static method. Other than this exception, we ignore the arguments since they lie beyond the focus of this paper.

Example 4.1.1 A method invocation of the form $x.\text{open}(y)$ amounts to an event whose receiver is the object pointed by $x$, and whose signature is $T_1:\text{open}(T_2)$ (the return type of the method is omitted for brevity). Note that the types $T_1$ and $T_2$ might be unknown. For instance, in our motivating example, the invocation $\text{ftp.connect}(\text{server})$ in $\text{connectTo}()$ (Fig. 2.1) produces the event
whose receiver is the object allocated in the preceding line and whose signature is 
\texttt{FTPClient:connect(String)} as appears in Fig. 2.3. The receiver’s type, in this case \texttt{FTPClient}, is omitted from the signature for brevity when it is the type of the tracked object. If \texttt{server} had been of an unknown type, then the signature would have been \texttt{FTPClient:connect(?)}.

Representing Unknowns

A partial program might invoke a client (non-API) method where the method body is not available. Since an unknown client method may perform an arbitrary sequence of API operations on its arguments, an invocation of such a method may hide an arbitrary sequence of events. To model this behavior, we introduce special events, called \textit{unknown} events. An unknown event stands for any possible sequence of events (including the empty sequence).

An unknown event has a receiver and a signature, denoted \( T : ? \), where \( T \) is the type of its receiver. For each tracked object passed as an argument to an unknown method, we generate an unknown event with that tracked object as a receiver. When \( T \) is clear from the context, it is omitted.

Example 4.1.2

An invocation of the form \texttt{foo(y)}, where \texttt{foo}’s body is not available, generates an unknown event whose receiver is the object pointed by \( y \) and whose signature is \( T : ? \), where \( T \) is the type of \( y \). For instance, the invocation of \texttt{MyFTPUtils.uploadFile(ftp,...)} in \texttt{upload} (Fig. 2.1) generates an unknown event for each of the arguments, each with the signature \( T : ? \) with the corresponding type \( T \). In this example, the only argument of a tracked type is \( ftp \), therefore the only event of interest is the one generated for it, with signature \( FTPClient : ? \).

The distinction between unknown events based on their receivers and types is important since a sequence of events might contain several of them, each with a different receiver and type, and we would like to make a distinction to identify the correct receiver type.

We denote by \( U \) the set of all unknown events, and by \( \Sigma_? = \Sigma \cup U \) the set of events extended by the unknown events. This set defines the alphabet over which program histories are defined.

Histories

In our instrumented semantics, sequences of events that have occurred on the tracked objects are recorded by “concrete histories”. Technically, we define the notion of a \textit{history} as capturing a regular language of event sequences.
Definition 4.1.3 Given a set of events $\Sigma$, a history $h$ is a finite automaton $(\Sigma, Q, \text{init}, \delta, F)$, where $Q$ is a set of states, init is the initial state, $\delta : Q \times \Sigma \rightarrow 2^Q$ is the transition relation, and $F \neq \emptyset$ is a set of final states. We define the traces represented by $h$, $\text{Tr}(h)$, to be the language $L(h)$.

A concrete history $h^2$ is a special case of a history that encodes a single finite trace of events, that is, where $\text{Tr}(h^2)$ consists of a single finite trace of events. In Section 4.2 we will use the general notion of a history to describe a regular language of event sequences. We refer to a history that possibly describes more than a single trace of events as an abstract history.

In this section, we use the histories of Fig. 2.3 as examples for concrete histories. Despite the fact that these histories result from our analysis, in this special case they are just sequences and can be thus used as example for concrete histories.

A history describes a partial temporal specification. In principle, a history may be associated with different levels of a state, such as: (i) Fully relational history: a single history may be associated with a global state and track the global sequence of events over all API objects. Because a global history maintains the order between all events, it may create artificial ordering between events of independent objects. (ii) Per-object history: a history may be associated with a single object in the state. Such a per-object history does not capture any ordering between events on different objects, even when such relationship is important (cf. Fig. 2.7 in Section 2).

Our instrumented semantics offers a compromise, where it maintains a creation context for an object as part of its history, allowing to observe the sequences of events observed on other objects that lead to its creation.

Creation-Context Histories We maintain a creation relation between objects. When an object is allocated by a method of a tracked object, e.g. $x = y.m(\ldots)$, then we consider the sequence of events of the receiver object $o_1$ (pointed by $y$) up until the assignment into $o_2$ (pointed by $x$), called the creation context of $o_2$, as part of the events invoked on $o_2$. Note that $o_1$ might also have a creation context, which will therefore also be a part of $o_2$’s creation context. This approach allows us to record the concrete history of each object separately, while maintaining the creation context. We refer to such histories as per-object histories with creation context. The creation context (namely, the history of the object pointed by $y$) replaces the init event, which typically exists upon allocation of objects.

Example 4.1.4 Consider our FTPClient example. In Fig. 2.6, an invocation of
initiateListParsing on an FTPclient object (pointed by ftp) returns an FTPListParseEngine object (pointed by engine). Up until the creation time of the FTPListParseEngine object, the following sequence of events were invoked on the FTPclient object:

\[\text{FTPClient::<init()}, \text{FTPClient:connect(String)}, \text{FTPClient:login(String, String)}, \text{FTPClient:initiateListParsing(String)}\]

This sequence of events, which is the concrete history of ftp, is therefore considered the creation context of the FTPListParseEngine object, pointed by engine, and it initializes its concrete history. Note that the method responsible for the creation (initiateListParsing) is included in the sequence. Later, when engine invokes hasNext(), its history is extended by the corresponding event, resulting in:

\[\text{FTPClient::<init>(), FTPClient:connect(String), FTPClient:login(String, String), FTPClient:initiateListParsing(String), FTPListParseEngine:hasNext()}\]

Note that the prefix of this history consists of events that refer to a different receiver than the suffix. In this example, a single history combines two receiver types, but in more complex examples, more complex creation contexts, involving more receivers, will arise.

**Instrumented Semantic: State** We denote the set of all concrete histories by \(\mathcal{H}^\natural\). We augment every concrete state \(\langle L^\natural, \rho^\natural, \pi^\natural \rangle\) with an additional mapping \(\text{his}^\natural: L^\natural \rightarrow \mathcal{H}^\natural\) that maps an allocated object of a tracked type to its concrete history. A state of the instrumented concrete semantics is a tuple \(\langle L^\natural, \rho^\natural, \pi^\natural, \text{his}^\natural \rangle\).

**Instrumented Semantics: Transformers** Dealing with partial programs adds nondeterminism to the semantics due to the arbitrary effect of unknown client methods and API methods on the heap. Thus, each statement generates a set of possible successor states for a concrete state. We focus on the \(\text{his}^\natural\) component of the states. The \(\text{his}^\natural\) component of the concrete state tracks the histories for all tracked objects. It is updated as a result of allocation and calls to methods of a tracked type in a natural way. Here, we also show the treatment of creation context and invocations of unknown methods:
• **Object Allocation:** For \( x = \text{new } T(...) \) allocating an object of a tracked type, the concrete history of the new (fresh) object allocated is a sequence consisting of an `init` event.

• **Observable Events:** For an invocation \( x.m(...) \) where \( \rho^x(x) \) is a tracked object, the concrete history of \( \rho^x(x) \) is extended by an event \( a_m \) to reflect the call to \( m \). Note that the signature of \( m \) might contain unknown parameter types.

• **Creation Context:** If an object is *created* by a statement \( y = x.m(...) \) where both \( x \) and \( y \) are of tracked types, the concrete history of the object pointed by \( y \) is initialized to the concrete history of the object pointed by \( x \), reflecting its creation context: \( \text{his}^y(\rho^y(y)) = \text{his}^y(\rho^x(x)) \).

  The return value of \( x.m(...) \) can also be an existing object, in which case no history update is needed (this is taken into account by the nondeterministic semantics updating \( \langle L^3, \rho^3, \pi^3 \rangle \)).

• **Unknown Client Methods:** For an invocation \( \text{foo}(y_1, \ldots, y_n) \), where \( \text{foo} \) is an unknown client method: Let \( \text{Reach} \) denote the set of arguments of \( \text{foo} \), objects reachable from them, and fresh objects allocated in \( \text{foo} \), restricted to tracked types. Note that the interpretation of \( \text{Reach} \) is nondeterministic due to the nondeterministic semantics updating \( \langle L^3, \rho^3, \pi^3 \rangle \). The concrete history of each object \( o \in \text{Reach} \) is extended by an *unknown* event \( T : ? \), where \( T \) is the type of \( o \). If the concrete history of \( o \) already ends with an unknown event, it remains unchanged.

Since the semantics considers each method as a potential entry point, we assume implicitly unknown prefixes/suffixes for the generated histories, unless an `init` event is observed. `init` “grounds” a prefix because we know that no event can precede it. Histories that start with any event other than `init` are considered *non-initialized*, and an unknown-transition is prepended to them. Similarly, an unknown-transition is appended to all histories, reflecting the unknown suffix.

**Example 4.1.5** The histories depicted by Fig. 2.3b and Fig. 2.3c are non-initialized. Indeed, these histories result from tracking `FTPClient` objects when considering the methods `disconnectFrom` and `storeFile` (see Fig. 2.1) as entry points, thus not exhibiting the allocation and initialization of the corresponding objects.

Fig. 2.3d depicts the history extracted from the *upload* code snippet for the `FTPClient` object pointed by `ftp`. This history contains an `?`-transition, resulting from the unknown client method `MyFTPUtils.uploadFile(ftp, ...)` (see Example 4.1.2).
public void method1() {
    Something x = new Something();
x.f();
transmogrify1(x);
x.g();
transmogrify2(x);
x.f();
}

Figure 4.1: A simple program with multiple unknowns.

4.2 Abstractions for Partial Programs

The instrumented concrete semantics uses an unbounded description of the program state, resulting from a potentially unbounded number of objects and potentially unbounded histories. We now describe an abstract semantics that conservatively represents the instrumented semantics using a bounded program state, and provides a basis for our analysis. Specifically, the analysis propagates a sound approximation of program state which is based on a heap abstraction and a history abstraction. The heap abstraction is subtle, and applies standard concepts from modular analyses (e.g., [8]). In this paper, we focus on the abstraction of histories.

History Abstractions

A concrete history simply encodes a sequence of events. A conservative abstraction for it can be defined in many ways, depending on the information we wish to preserve.

In practice, automata that characterize API specifications are often simple, and further admit simple characterizations of their states (e.g. their incoming or outgoing sequences). This motivates using quotient structures of automata to reason about abstract histories.

Quotient Structure

Given an equivalence relation $\mathcal{R}$ on the states of a history automaton, the quotient structure of the automaton overapproximates the history by collapsing together equivalent states: Let $[q]$ denote the equivalence class of $q$. Then $\text{Quo}_{\mathcal{R}}(h) = (\Sigma_q, \{[q] \mid q \in Q\}, [\text{init}], \delta', \{[q] \mid q \in F\})$, where $\delta'([q], \sigma) = \{[q'] \mid \exists q'' \in [q] : q' \in \delta(q'', \sigma)\}$.

$k$-Past Abstraction with Unknowns

API usage sequences often have the property that a certain sequence of events is always followed by the same behaviors. This motivates an equivalence relation in which states are considered equivalent if they have a common incoming sequence of length $k$, as defined by the $k$-past abstraction of [32].

Using the $k$-past abstraction for partial programs will consider all instances of
an unknown event $\tau : ?$ the same, the way it considers all instances of any other event the same. However, when unknown events are at hand, this is undesirable because the same unknown event might stand for different event sequences. Thus, we would like to distinguish between different unknown transitions based on their different contexts, as the following example demonstrates.

**Example 4.2.1** Consider the code snippet in Fig. 4.1. Using the 1-past abstraction will result in the abstract history depicted in Fig. 4.2, where the states reached after calling the unknown methods $\text{transmogrify1}(x)$ and $\text{transmogrify2}(x)$ are "merged", since both calls are described by the same unknown event. As a result, a spurious loop is formed where $x$.f() can be invoked repeatedly without invoking $x$.g() inbetween.

In order to differentiate between unknown transitions in different contexts, we increase the length of the sequence to be considered for equivalence when the last event is unknown.

**Definition 4.2.2** The $k$-past abstraction with unknowns is a quotient-based abstraction w.r.t. the $k$-past relation with unknowns $R[k]$ defined as: $(q_1, q_2) \in R[k]$ if one of the following holds:

- $q_1, q_2$ have a common incoming sequence of length $k$ whose last event $\neq ?$, or
- $q_1, q_2$ have a common incoming sequence of length $k + 1$ whose last event is $\tau$, or
- $q_1, q_2$ have a common maximal incoming sequence of length $< k$, where an incoming sequence of length $l$ is maximal if it cannot be extended to an incoming sequence of length $> l$. 

![Figure 4.2: Abstract history produced with the 1-past abstraction.](image)

![Figure 4.3: Abstract history produced with the 1-past abstraction with unknowns.](image)
In particular, the initial states of all histories generated by the \( k \)-past abstraction have no incoming transitions and are therefore equivalent by \( R[k] \). In addition, the produced histories are deterministic.

When \( k = 1 \), all the incoming transitions of a state \( q \) are labeled by the same event \( a \), and all transitions labeled by \( a \) point to \( q \). States of the automaton with an incoming \( ? \)-transition are characterized by their incoming sequences of length 2. In particular, there can be multiple history states with an incoming \( ? \)-transition, but each of these states has exactly one incoming transition. Therefore, it is characterized by its (unique) predecessor. As a result, the number of states of the history automaton is bounded by twice the number of events, which ensures a bounded description of histories.

In this paper, unless explicitly stated otherwise, we consider histories obtained with the 1-past abstraction with unknowns.

**Example 4.2.3** Using the 1-past abstraction with unknowns in the analysis of the code from Fig. 4.1 (see Example 4.2.1) will result in the abstract history depicted in Fig. 4.3, avoiding the spurious loop introduced in Fig. 4.2.

**Abstract Histories: Transformers** In the concrete semantics, a concrete history is updated by either initializing it to a given history, or appending an event to it. The abstract semantics is defined via the following transformers:

- **Abstract extend transformer:** appends the new event \( \sigma \) to the final states, and constructs the quotient of the result, with one exception: Final states that have an incoming unknown transition, are not extended by (possibly other) unknown events.

- **Merge operator:** constructs the union of the given automata and returns the quotient of the result.

The abstract history component for a fresh object is initialized to a history reflecting an \texttt{init} event, or to the abstract history of the object that created it. When an observable event occurs, the semantics updates the relevant histories using the extend transformer.

As long as the domain of abstract histories is bounded, the abstract analysis is guaranteed to terminate. Yet, in practice, it can easily suffer from an exponential blowup due to branching control flow. The merge operator will mitigate this blowup, accelerating convergence. Specifically, at control flow join points, all abstract histories associated with the same abstract object (representing different
execution paths) are merged. This introduces additional overapproximation but reduces the number of tracked histories.

**Example 4.2.4** Histories (a) and (b) from Fig. 4.4 are merged into history (c), where the two states labeled 2 are collapsed into one. As a result, additional sequences that do not exist in the union of histories (a) and (b) are introduced, such as the sequence \( \langle a, b, g \rangle \).
Chapter 5

From Partial Specs to Search Index

The analysis of the previous section works on a large number of code snippets and produces a large number of partial specifications (abstract histories). These are the building blocks of the search index. Since the generated specifications are partial and contain many unknowns, and their number might be enormous, their consolidation is essential.

In this section, we discuss the consolidation phase of the index construction and present techniques for consolidating partial specifications. Consolidation has the following goals:

Completion of partial specifications Specifications obtained from a single example may contain unknown transitions and may describe a non-initialized and non-finalized behavior. Our approach relies on having a large number of examples, and on combining the partial specifications obtained from different examples. Putting partial specifications together is an alignment problem.

Amalgamation of partial specifications To answer code queries, we would like to present a user with a manageable number of relevant code snippets based on our analysis. For that purpose we need to collapse together similar results, while maintaining the support of each result.

Noise reduction The analysis will inevitably infer some spurious usage patterns, due to either analysis imprecision or rare (and thus likely incorrect) examples. Such rare specifications should be treated as noise and discarded.

5.1 General Approach

In the consolidation phase, we redefine the notion of an event (and accordingly of the alphabet $\Sigma_I$) to refer to the signature of the invoked method (or unknown event), while omitting the identity of the receiver. At this phase the identity of the receiver is irrelevant since we are only interested in the invoked methods for each
As partial specifications are being consolidated, we maintain the total number of times a transition appears in a partial specification. We refer to this number as the weight of a transition, and it indicates how common a transition (or a sequence of transitions) is.

Consolidation is performed by applying the following techniques:

(a) unknown elimination, which makes partial specifications more complete by aligning them with others to match their unknowns with alternative known behaviors, and

(b) summarization, which merges together histories where one is included in the other (by the standard automata-theoretic notion of inclusion or some relaxation of it, such as the one defined in Section 6.1), while increasing the weights of the shared transitions.

These two techniques can be repeated in any order. Noise reduction is intertwined with these steps, and is performed by discarding transitions (or histories) whose weights are below a given threshold. In the rest of this section we focus on the unknown elimination procedure.

5.2 Elimination of Unknowns

We mine partial histories which contain $?$-transitions, modeling unknown sequences of events. In this section we develop a technique for eliminating $?$-transitions by replacing them with suitable candidates. Roughly speaking, candidates are found by aligning histories containing $?$-transitions with other histories that share the context of the $?$-transition.

Given a $?$-transition $(q_s, ?, q_t)$, candidates to replace it are sequences that appear in the same context, i.e. following the same prefix and followed by the same suffix. To identify such sequences, we define the set of past-equivalent states $\hat{[q]}$ and the set of future-equivalent states $\overrightarrow{[q]}$ for a state $q$. The set of candidates is then computed as the union of all paths between a past equivalent state of $q_s$ and a future equivalent state of $q_t$, as described in Alg. 1.

The procedure GetRestrictedAutomaton($q_s$, $q_t$, $H$) looks for a history $h_{st}$ in $H$ that contains both $q_s$ and $q_t$, if such a history exists (otherwise, an empty automaton is returned). It then restricts the history $h_{st}$ to a sub-automaton whose initial state is $q_s$ and whose final state is $q_t$. If the restricted automaton contains an $?$-transition from $q_s$ to $q_t$, the transition is removed.
Algorithm 1: Alternative Paths Computation

=\textbf{Input}: Set of histories $H$, Transition $t$
=\textbf{Output}: History $h$ summarizing alternative paths

$QS = \text{FindPastEquivalentStates(Source}(t), H)$
$QT = \text{FindFutureEquivalentStates(Target}(t), H)$
$h = \text{EmptyHistory}()$

\textbf{for} $q_s : QS$ \textbf{do} \\
\hspace{1em} \textbf{for} $q_t : QT$ \textbf{do} \\
\hspace{2em} $h = \text{Union}(h, \text{GetRestrictedAutomaton}(q_s, q_t, H))$

=\text{return} $h$

Given an automaton $h$ representing the set of alternatives for the $?$-transition (as returned by Alg. 1), we eliminate the transition by replacing it with that automaton $h$, and constructing the quotient of the result.

\textbf{Past- and Future-Equivalent States} For a state $q$, the set of past-equivalent states and the set of future-equivalent states are:

$\leftarrow [q] = \{q' \mid q \text{ and } q' \text{ have a joint initialized incoming sequence}\}$
$\rightarrow [q] = \{q' \mid q \text{ and } q' \text{ have a joint terminating outgoing sequence}\}$

\textbf{Approximations} Computing the sets of past- and future-equivalent states is not feasible. We therefore overapproximate these sets by overapproximating the equivalence relations. This is done by parameterizing the relations by a limit $k$ on the length of incoming and outgoing sequences. The resulting relations are the $k$-past relation of Section 4.2, and its dual, called the $k$-future relation. Overapproximating the past- and future-equivalent states results in an overapproximation of the set of candidates to replace the unknown.

Therefore, the candidates to eliminate an $?$-transition are determined by the context of the transition, which consists of its past and its future.

\textbf{Example 5.2.1} Consider the toy example depicted in Fig. 5.1. Histories (a-c) depict the input histories. In particular, history (c) contains an $?$-transition, preceded by an $a$ event and followed by $e$. This defines the context of the $?$-transition. The alternative paths computation finds two past-equivalent states to the source of the transition and two future-equivalent states to the target of the transition, resulting in two alternative sub-automata. The result of the alternative paths computation is therefore their union, as presented by automaton (d). Replacing the unknown transition with this automaton results in history (e).
Iterative Unknown Elimination Alg. 1 eliminates a single ?-transition. It is iterated until no further ?-transitions can be eliminated. Special care is given to the order in which ?-transitions are eliminated in order to guarantee termination (a naive approach could lead to non-termination, example is available in [28]). To guarantee termination, we handle all ?-transitions that share a context simultaneously. This ensures termination of the algorithm since it ensures that once all ?-transitions with some context are eliminated, they can never reappear. However, a single ?-transition can have several contexts (e.g., it can be followed by two distinct events). As a preliminary step in the iterative unknown-elimination algorithm we therefore “split” each such transition to several ?-transitions, each with a unique context (i.e., a unique combination of preceding and following events). We say that two ?-transitions, each with a unique context, are equivalent if their context is the same.

We partition the set of split ?-transitions from all histories into sets of equivalent transitions (based on the unique context). In each iteration, one of these sets is
considered and all \( ? \)-transitions within it are eliminated simultaneously.

Let \( UT \) be the currently eliminated set of (equivalent) \( ? \)-transitions. We use Alg. 1 to compute the set of alternative paths for an arbitrary transition, say \( (q_s, ?, q_t) \), in \( UT \). Recall that this computation disregards paths consisting of an \( ? \)-transition only (such paths result from the equivalent \( ? \)-transitions in \( UT \)). The obtained automaton \( h \) describing the set of alternative paths is common to all \( ? \)-transitions in \( UT \). We therefore continue with the application of the unknown-elimination algorithm for each of the transitions in \( UT \) based on the same automaton \( h \) representing the alternative paths.

On top of its importance for correctness, handling equivalent \( ? \)-transitions simultaneously is also more efficient, since it prevents repeating the same computation for each of them separately.

As a result of previous unknown-elimination steps, \( ? \)-transitions that could previously not be eliminated, might become amenable for elimination. Therefore, the elimination process continues until no further \( ? \)-transitions (or sets) can be eliminated.

**Example 5.2.2** We summarize this section by demonstrating the consolidation phase on our motivating example. Consider the histories depicted in Fig. 2.3. We describe in detail the iterative unknown-elimination is this example. The intermediate histories are depicted in Fig. 5.2.

Throughout the example we denote the context of an \( ? \)-transition as a pair \( (\text{pre}, \text{post}) \) where \( \text{pre} \) precedes the \( ? \)-transition, and \( \text{post} \) follows it. In this example each \( ? \)-transition has a unique context since all histories describe simple sequences. Therefore the preliminary splitting step is not needed.

We first eliminate the \( ? \)-transition from state 4 to state 10 in (a) whose context is \( (\text{login}, -) \). We find a match in history (c), and history (a) is transformed to the history (a') depicted in Fig. 5.2. Now, we simultaneously eliminate the two equivalent \( ? \)-transitions with context \( (\text{logout}, -) \), in histories (a') and (c) (each of these transitions is from state 6 to state 10 in the corresponding history). The transitions are eliminated based on history (b). The resulting histories (a'') and (c') are depicted in Fig. 5.2. Next, the \( ? \)-transition from state 0 to state 3 in (c') with context \( (-, \text{login}) \) is eliminated based on history (a'') resulting in the history (c''). Last, the \( ? \)-transition from state 3 to state 9 in (d) with context \( (\text{getReplyCode, disconnect}) \) is eliminated based on histories (a'') and (c''), resulting in history (d'). No further \( ? \)-transitions can be eliminated. In particular, the \( ? \)-transitions in history (b) are not eliminated.
Figure 5.2: Intermediate unknown elimination results.

Note that in this example, the ?-transition from state 3 to state 9 in history (d) cannot be eliminated at first, but is eliminated after other elimination steps are performed.

When the iterative unknown-elimination algorithm terminates, a summarization step is applied. Since histories (a’’), (c’’) and (d’) are all isomorphic, they are merged into one. The consolidated results are depicted in Fig. 2.4.

Discussion: Unknown Elimination Vs. Merge

Unknown elimination enables us to fill in (some of) the unknown information in the mined automata. It therefore results in deeper automata, where matches for future queries are more likely to be found. In some cases, merging all histories will achieve the same goal. For example, Fig. 5.3 depicts the result of merging all the histories of our motivating example (Fig. 2.3). The merged automaton also contains a good match for the query in this example.

Recall, however, that the merge operator collapses together all states that are equivalent by the abstraction, resulting in an over-approximation of the union automaton. It is therefore more prone to introducing noise and polluting future search results. For example, suppose that one of the mined automata represented the sequence \{garbage1, storeFile, garbage2, disconnect\}. Merging this au-
Figure 5.3: Method sequence produced from merging the results for `connectTo()`, `disconnectFrom()`, `storeFile()` and `upload()`. 

Tomaton with the rest, would add in particular the sequence ⟨init, connect, getReplyCode, login, storeFile, garbage2, disconnect⟩ to the merged automaton. This sequence would then be offered as a possible match for the query.

The unknown-elimination algorithm, on the other hand, will ignore the additional automaton since it does not contain the relevant context for any unknown-elimination step.

The same problem can occur not only when a noisy automaton occurs, but also when several different use cases share some of their events. In such cases as well the different use-cases will get tangled together by merge, but will remain separate when unknown-elimination is applied.

For example, merging histories (a-c) in Fig. 5.1 would lose the connection between the initialization sequences and their corresponding terminating sequences (highlighted), and would allow erroneous sequences such as a combination of initialization using ⟨p1, p2⟩ and termination using ⟨k1, k2⟩. On the other hand, as Example 5.2.1 shows, the unknown elimination succeeds in filling in the missing information in history (c) without polluting the rest of the specification.

These examples demonstrate that the unknown-elimination algorithm is more resilient and precise since it merges only relevant parts from the automata at hand, and performs the merge only locally, within the bounds of an ?-transition.
Chapter 6

Querying the Index

The previous sections discussed index representation and construction. In this section, we describe our approach for answering code search queries.

Given a query in the form of a partial program, we first use the analysis described in Section 4 to transform it into an automaton. We then compare the query automaton to the (consolidated) automata in the index in order to find matches. We observe that a match for the query should “include” it in the sense of including all the temporal information present in the query, and filling in its unknowns. Our approach therefore looks for automata that include the query automaton by some relaxed notion of inclusion as described in Section 6.1. The obtained automata are simplified, ranked and transformed back to code snippets.

6.1 Query Evaluation by Relaxed Inclusion

A similarity measure is a key ingredient in the development of a search algorithm, as it determines the matches found for the given query.

Our notion of similarity is motivated by automata inclusion. Intuitively, a good match for the query should include it. To handle \( ? \)-transitions, we relax the standard notion of automata inclusion. The intuition is that an unknown event in the query stands for some sequence of events, which might also contain unknowns (since the index we are searching in might still contain partial specifications, even after the unknown-elimination step). Therefore, we say that the query is included in some automaton from the search index if its \( ? \)-transitions can be completed in some way such that standard automata-inclusion will hold.

Before we turn to the formal definition, we demonstrate the intuition on our motivating example. In this example, the automaton representing the query, depicted in Fig. 2.5, is included in the first automaton from Fig. 2.4 if the first \( ? \)-transition is “completed” by \((get\text{ReplyCode}, login)\) and the second \( ? \)-transition
is “completed” by the sequence \( \{ \text{logout} \} \). Note that in this example all automata represent simple sequences, but in practice more complex automata arise.

This leads us to the following relaxed definition of inclusion. Let \( Q' \subseteq Q \) denote the targets of unknown transitions in a history. Recall that each such state \( q \in Q' \) has a unique predecessor, which we denote \( \text{pred}(q) \). Then

**Definition 6.1.1 (Relaxed Inclusion)** A history \( h_1 = (\Sigma, Q_1, \text{init}_1, \delta_1, F_1) \) is relaxly-included in a history \( h_2 = (\Sigma, Q_2, \text{init}_2, \delta_2, F_2) \) if there is a mapping \( f : Q_1 \to Q_2 \cup 2^{Q_2} \) such that (1) \( f(q_1) \in 2^{Q_2} \) iff \( q_1 \in Q'_1 \), in which case we require that all states in \( f(q_1) \) are reachable from \( f(\text{pred}(q_1)) \), (2) If \( q_1 \notin Q'_1 \), then whenever \( q'_1 \in \delta_1(q_1, a) \) for \( a \in \Sigma \), then \( f(q'_1) \in \delta_2(f(q_1), a) \) as well, and (3) If \( q_1 \in Q'_1 \), then whenever \( q'_1 \in \delta_1(q_1, a) \) for \( a \in \Sigma \), then there exists \( \hat{q} \in f(q_1) \) such that \( f(q'_1) \in \delta_2(\hat{q}, a) \) as well.

Intuitively, a history is relaxly-included in another if it can be “embedded” in it where unknown transitions are replaced by “more complete” sub-automata. This definition resembles the problem of subgraph isomorphism, which is NP-complete. Fortunately, due to the simple characterization of the history states when using the \( k \)-past abstraction (with unknowns), checking if a history is relaxly-included another is easy in our setting: the characterization of the states induces the (potential) mapping for all states except for the mapping of \( Q' \). The candidates for the mapping of states in \( Q' \) are found by examining their successors. Thus it remains to check if this mapping fulfills the requirements.

**Example 6.1.2** History (a) depicted in Fig. 6.1 is relaxly-included in history (b). Intuitively speaking, history (b) includes history (a) when the \( ? \)-transition in (a) is “completed” by the rectangle in (b). Note that this rectangle still contains an \( ? \)-transition, but it is “more complete” than the \( ? \)-transition of (a).

Technically, the mapping of states in this example is the following: \( 0 \mapsto 0' \), \( 1 \mapsto 1' \), \( 2 \mapsto \{ 4', 6' \} \), \( 3 \mapsto 5' \), \( 4 \mapsto 7' \).

**Example 6.1.3** Histories (a), (c), (d) depicted in Fig. 2.3 are all included by our notion of relaxed inclusion in the top consolidated history from Fig. 2.4. Note that standard automata-inclusion does not hold here.
Relaxed Inclusion Vs. Unknown Elimination  Relaxed inclusion and unknown elimination are related in several aspects. First, the history obtained by unknown elimination always includes (in the relaxed way) the original history (c.f. Example 5.2.1). Yet, this is a restricted case of relaxed inclusion since the histories are in fact identical up to the unknowns. On the other hand, merging two histories where one is relaxly-included in the other has a similar effect to that of unknown elimination (c.f. Example 6.1.2). However, unknown-elimination is more general since it is applicable also when (relaxed) inclusion does not hold. For example, in our motivating example, none of the initial partial histories is relaxly-included in another, but unknown-elimination does succeed.

6.2 Search Results

In order to transform the consolidated histories that match the query into code snippets and present them to the user in a useful way, we use the following steps.

Extracting Sequences from Consolidated Automata  The histories matching the query represent a multitude of possible method call sequences, some of which are irrelevant to the given query, and would not be useful as (a part of) a search result. In addition, some of the obtained automata are large and complex, and do not lend themselves well to being returned as human-readable search results.

To address these two issues, we first extract from each history $h$ that matches the query (i.e., relaxly-includes it), a sub-automaton $h_{min}$ representing all minimal sub-automata that still relaxly-include the query. $h_{min}$ still matches the query and it summarizes all the information relevant for the query. It is computed as the
intersection of $h$ with the result of applying the unknown-elimination algorithm on the query automaton based on $h$. The history $h_{\text{min}}$ is then decomposed into simple paths, each of which encodes a single sequence of events, by a repetition-free depth-first-traversal of $h_{\text{min}}$. This means that although the consolidated automata may contain loops, the final human-friendly results never do.

**Ranking** The history-paths extracted from the automata that match the query are ranked according to:

- **Their support**: the support of a history-path is inherited from the history that the path was extracted from. It corresponds to the number of histories summarized into the history during the consolidation phase of the index construction (see Section 5).

- **Their probability**: this is the probability of following the history-path (and observing the sequence of events labeling it) in its source history. It is computed by normalizing all the weights on the source history transitions such that the sum of all outgoing transitions for each state is 1. This turns the history into a probabilistic automaton, where the probability of each path corresponds to the multiplication of all probabilities along its transitions.

Since it is possible that two or more similar paths will be returned from different histories, the paths are summarized (merged together by inclusion) to avoid redundant search results. In such cases, the supports are summarized as well, and the probability is chosen to be the maximal probability among the summarized paths. Paths are first sorted according to their (accumulated) support. Paths with the same support are then ranked by their (maximal) probabilities.

**From Automata to Code** Starting at the index construction phase and up until the query evaluation phase, we maintain for each transition of a history the set of code snippets responsible for introducing it. This set is initialized during the analysis of individual snippets (where each transition is associated with the snippets that produced it), and it is updated during unknown-elimination and summarization. This enables us to transform history-paths and their corresponding sequences of events back to code snippets. The problem of finding a smallest set of snippets that cover all of the relevant transitions is NP-complete. Still, in many cases it is possible to find such small sets.
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Evaluation

7.1 Prototype Implementation

We have implemented our approach in an open-source tool called PRIME. The tool and the data used for our experiments are available from http://priming.sourceforge.net/.

For collecting snippets we have used automatic scripts to search and download from GitHub, Stackoverflow and (before it was closed) Google Code Search. Partial snippet compilation, needed for simplifying Java to an intermediate language for analysis, is done using a specialized partial compiler [9]. Code analysis relies on the Soot static analysis framework [37], but adds custom-made points-to analysis which can handle partial code snippets, as well as an inter-procedural analysis mechanism which can also deal with recursion and takes parameters and return values into consideration.

PRIME can track objects across upcasts and downcasts, and can handle method calls on sub- or super-types of the tracked object’s type even when it is not aware of the relations between the types. This is done by collapsing parallel edges together if they correspond to different implementations of the same method.

Our textual search queries return many thousands of examples, which PRIME then proceeds to analyze. When operating on pre-downloaded, locally-available snippets, PRIME is capable of analyzing hundreds of thousands and even millions of snippets. We assume that downloading and constructing the index for a family of APIs is done before queries are evaluated.

Analysis We have used the $k$-past abstraction with unknowns, setting $k = 1$.

Performance Index construction was run on a 2.66 GHz Intel Xeon X5660 CPU machine with 48 GB memory. Each group of 1000 snippets took approximately 1 hour to compile, 30 minutes to analyze and 5 minutes to consolidate. Querying
was done on a 1.7 GHz Intel Core i5 machine with 4 GB memory. It took 1 to 3 seconds to find matches to a query, but extracting sequences and ranking them takes between 1 and 45 seconds, depending on the number and size of the found matches. Optimizing the performance of querying and extracting sequences could be done but was outside the scope of our initial work.

7.2 Benchmarks and Methodology

For the purpose of evaluation we selected several high-profile APIs in which method sequence order is important. We used PRIME to construct an indexed data set from them and to query them. For the sake of the evaluation of PRIME’s results, we chose APIs for which tutorials exist, and can provide familiarity with the desired outcome.

Benchmarks  The APIs we have chosen to show are taken from the popular libraries:

- **Apache Ant** A project building library.
- **Apache Commons CLI** A library for parsing command-line options (and in particular GnuParser, its command line parser).
- **Apache Commons Net** A network communications library (and particularly its FTPClient component).
- **Eclipse** The popular modular Java IDE (in particular its UI, JDT and GEF plugins).
- **JDBC** A built-in Java library for interacting with databases.
- **WebDriver** A widely-used browser automation framework.

These libraries are all widely-used, and our personal experience indicates that some of them are quite tricky to use.

Experiments  We ran several experiments on our collected data set:

- **Distilling.** To evaluate the ability of PRIME to distill a large number of snippets into illustrative examples, we ran PRIME and checked whether the few top results include the examples present in a tutorial of the API. We show that a user can use PRIME to browse a small number of distilled examples instead of sifting through thousands of results returned from a textual search engine.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>API used for the query, num of downloaded snippets</th>
<th>Query description</th>
<th>Query method</th>
<th>Number of textual matches</th>
<th>Tutorial’s rank</th>
<th>Tutorial’s support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WebDriver 9588 snippets</td>
<td>Selecting and clicking an element on a page</td>
<td>WebElement.click()</td>
<td>2666</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache Commons CLI 8496 snippets</td>
<td>Parsing a getting a value from the command line</td>
<td>CommandLine.getValue(Option)</td>
<td>2640</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache Commons Net 852 snippets</td>
<td>“connect -&gt; login -&gt; logout -&gt; disconnect” sequence</td>
<td>FTPClient.login(String, String)</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JDBC 6279 snippets</td>
<td>Committing and then rolling back the commit</td>
<td>Connection.rollback()</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eclipse UI 17,861 snippets</td>
<td>Checking whether something is selected by the user</td>
<td>ISelection.isEmpty()</td>
<td>1110</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eclipse JDT 17,196 snippets</td>
<td>Create a project and set its nature</td>
<td>IProject.open(IProgressMonitor)</td>
<td>3924</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.1k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eclipse GEF 5981 snippets</td>
<td>Creating and setting up a ScrollingGraphicalViewer</td>
<td>GraphicalViewer.setEditPartFactory (EditPartFactory)</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: Experimental Results - Distilling. In this case, each “snippet” is a complete class.

- **Prediction.** To evaluate the quality of our results, we used PRIME to answer prediction queries. We gathered example method invocation sequences for several of our selected APIs, representing a common use of that API. The examples were either produced from online tutorials or manually crafted according to the API documentation. They were transformed into prediction queries by replacing their suffixes with unknown events.

- **Consolidation.** To evaluate the importance of consolidation, we gathered several queries which represent parts of common use-cases over high-profile APIs, and show that these produce high-quality results after consolidation is applied, but no results or poor results without consolidation.

We now elaborate on these experiments and their results.

### 7.3 Results

#### 7.3.1 Distilling

To show the advantage of distilling and ranking search results according to history support, we use a simple 1-method query for each API and check whether the top results returned by PRIME include the tutorial example, and if so, how it was ranked. This experiment is similar to the evaluation approach used in [44]. However, our queries used what we considered to be the key method in each tutorial, not just the
first one. The value of PRIME is not only in finding the tutorial result, but also in establishing the support of this result in term of commonality.

The results are summarized in Table 7.1. The first column shows the API used and how many of its snippets PRIME analyzed. In this specific case, each snippet is an entire class (the granularity of files obtained from GitHub). The second column shows the query used (not including surrounding unknowns). The third column shows the number of results returned from GitHub’s textual search, i.e., the number of possible matches the user has to browse (notice this is less than the number of snippets given to PRIME, as not all snippets actually contain the method in question directly, though they may of course call it indirectly). The last two columns shows the rank that the tutorial example was found in, and the support for that tutorial.

As can be seen from Table 7.1, PRIME always returned the tutorial example as one of the top few results, and in many cases as the first result. This means that a user can rely solely on looking at the top few results returned from PRIME instead of manually browsing through the hundreds or thousands of results returned from regular textual search.

The WebElement.click() tutorial was only ranked 3rd because it is very common to click on some element only when a certain condition holds. Therefore, the two preceding matches contained calls to getter methods before click(). Connection.rollback() was ranked 4th because although there are required preceding and succeeding method calls that appeared in all top results, there are often other various calls on that object in-between. The GEF tutorial was matched as first but has poor support because there are many different use-cases for the setEditPartFactory method.

7.3.2 Prediction

Table 7.3 lists the sequences used to obtain prediction queries, their description, and their prediction accuracy by PRIME. Accuracy was measured by checking the prediction PRIME gave for each method in the sequence when the suffix starting with it was replaced by an unknown. We adapted PRIME to use the same principles described in Section 6 in order to return a ranked list of possible next methods, which we compared to the actual method from the sequence. We use the average, median, and max rank of the prediction over the entire sequence to evaluate accuracy. Any rank less than half the number of methods defined in the type is better than blind guess, and any rank less than 1.5 means that most of the time PRIME’s prediction was perfect.
Result 1, supported by 8 histories:

Result 2, supported by 5 histories:

Result 3, supported by 3 histories:

Figure 7.1: Results of GnuParser search query of Table 7.2 on an index without consolidation. Note that the support is significantly lower. (Difference between results 1 and 3 is in the last call.)

Table 7.3 shows that PRIME was generally successful in predicting the next method in a sequence given the previous ones. In all cases the correct method was within the first dozen methods presented by PRIME, and in the majority of times it was actually the 1st ranked, giving a perfect prediction.

Prediction did not fare as well in JDBC as in the other APIs, mainly because there are various popular ways to use a Connection and ResultSet, leaving no clear advantage to the way described in the tutorial.

7.3.3 Effect of Consolidation

Table 7.2 shows a number of search queries and the top-ranked results obtained from PRIME when using a consolidated index. When evaluated over a non-consolidated index, only one of these queries can be answered, and its result is shown in Fig. 7.1. The queries were hand-crafted from official tutorials and documentations, so they always represent correct sequences, but portions of them have been replaced by unknown edges. This replacement is done to demonstrate how a user only partially familiar with the API can still get accurate results even with just partial information about her goals. For each query we show the three highest-ranked sequences extracted from the results matching it.

For FTPClient, we omitted the prefix FTPClient from all calls so we can fit the histories into the figure.

Of interest are the first row and the last row. In the first row, PRIME demonstrates the ability to complete very long sequences when required to do so by the query. The event names are difficult to read in this example, but the important
Query

A query which users a cached database manager to obtain a connection, then creates and runs a prepared statement and finally gets a double value form a specific field.

InitialContext ic =
  new InitialContext();
ic.?
PreparedStatement ps = ic.?
ResultSet rs = ps.executeQuery();
rs.?
double d = rs.getDouble("column");

Looking for any sequence which uses a specific implementation of a WebDriver, that creates a WebElement from the WebDriver via a specific method, and that clears and then submits a web form.

WebDriver d = new FirefoxDriver();
d.?
By by = ?;
WebElement e = d.findElement(by);
e.?
e.clear();
e.?
e.submit();

Aiming to obtain a String from command-line arguments that adhere to the GNU style. The query only requires initialization of a GnuParser instance, and that at a certain point a String will be obtained from it.

GnuParser p = new GnuParser();
p.?
String s = p.?
s.?

A query typical of a user who wants to retrieve a file via FTP and only knows she needs to login first.

FTPClient c = ?;
c.login("username", "password");
c.?
c.retrieveFile("file path", out);

This query tries to find out how to get the web page’s source using the simple HtmlUnit browser.

WebDriver d = new HtmlUnitDriver();
d.?
d.getPageSource();

Consolidated Results

Result 1, supported by 36 histories:

Result 2, supported by 36 histories:

Result 3, supported by 36 histories:

Result 1, supported by 739 histories:

Result 2, supported by 478 histories:

Result 3, supported by 478 histories:

Result 1, supported by 312 histories:

Result 2, supported by 273 histories:

Result 3, supported by 20 histories:

Result 1, supported by 74 histories:

Result 2, supported by 74 histories:

Result 3, supported by 74 histories:

Result 1, supported by 4k histories:

Result 2, supported by 3k histories:

Result 3, supported by 603 histories:

Table 7.2: Results of search queries over an index with consolidated partial specifications. For all of these queries but the 3rd no results were found when the index construction does not use consolidation. For the 3rd query, results without consolidation are shown in Fig. 7.1.
GnuParser p = new GnuParser();
p.?
String s = p.?
s.?

Figure 7.2: Obtaining a String from a command-line parser

Figure 7.3: A result for the query of Fig. 7.2 when the analysis was done on a single global object. Results of PRIME for this query are shown in Table 7.2.

property is the length of the sequences. In the last row, the results exhibit very high support values, since the query describes an extremely common use-case of scraping the source of a web page (extracting information from the HTML) using the simplest available browser. Note that despite of the popularity of this usage scenario, a match for the query was not found on a non-consolidated index.

As shown in Fig. 7.1, in the (only) case where matches to the query were found also in the non-consolidated index, the support of each result is still much higher when searching in a consolidated index.

7.4 Importance of Tracking Typestate

To demonstrate the importance of tracking typestate for individual (abstract) objects in the context of search we show an example of the results returned when the distinction between abstract objects is removed and all objects are considered to be the same single global object. We do that by running a modified version of PRIME which does not distinguish between abstract objects. This has the effect of tracking global event sequences. The query in Fig. 7.2, for instance, was answered by the sequence in Fig. 7.3, which is not helpful, as it contains the unrelated StringBuilder.toString() call after the parse, which cannot be invoked on a GnuParser. In contrast, the results of PRIME for this query are shown as part of Table 7.2. We have observed similar loss of precision for most other APIs we considered.

Attempting to address this limitation by filtering the objects by types is not feasible, since with partial samples types are not known and the type hierarchy may not be available.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>API/Type</th>
<th>Nature of sequence (source)</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Rank Avg</th>
<th>Rank Median</th>
<th>Rank Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apache Commons Net / FTPClient</td>
<td>Upload a file (official tutorial)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache Commons CLI / CommandLine</td>
<td>Parse a command-line and get values from it (official usage guide)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache Ant / CommandLine.Argument</td>
<td>Prepare the executable and argument of a command-line (online tutorial)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache Ant / Path</td>
<td>Create a path element and append it to existing and boot paths (authors)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JDBC / ResultSet</td>
<td>Run a query and iterate over the results (many online tutorials)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JDBC / Connection</td>
<td>Commit and then rollback a transaction (official tutorial)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eclipse JDT / ITypeBinding</td>
<td>Get the key of an array element type (authors)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eclipse JDT / IProjectDescription</td>
<td>Get the description and nature IDs of a Java project (online tutorial)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eclipse UI / PluginAction</td>
<td>Create a new action (online tutorial)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eclipse UI / IEditorInput</td>
<td>Get the input for the current editor (online tutorial)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.3: Experimental Results - Prediction

Figure 7.4: IDocumentProvider example found by querying over both IWorkbenchPage and IDocumentProvider. The conversion between the types appears between states 2 and 4.

7.5 Comparison with Related Work

Prospector Since the analysis is aware of creation context, PRIME can theoretically find many of the type conversions found by Prospector ([27]), by composing a query containing both in input type and output type. For instance, [27] shows a conversion between IWorkbenchPage and IDocumentProvider; given the query containing both types, PRIME was able to find and analyze a relevant example as seen in Fig. 7.4. With this approach, running on the 20 examples provided in [27], PRIME found 8 of the 18 conversions identified by Prospector, as well as one conversion not identified by Prospector (IWorkspace → IFile). Prospector could identify the remaining conversions primarily because they rely on a connection between method arguments and return value, which our concept of creation context ignores, though it can be extended to include it.

MAPO We have experimented with the GEF framework (e.g. Table 7.1), which was also used as the experimental evaluation of MAPO ([44]). PRIME’s ability to deal with partial code snippets allowed PRIME to easily obtain a lot more snippets to work with for the GEF API than was possible with MAPO [44], enabling a higher support for each result. Note that despite the partialness of the snippets being used, PRIME still performs a more precise typestate analysis with aliasing support.
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Related Work

There has been a lot of work on specification mining, recommendation systems, and various forms of semantic code-search. In this section, we survey some of the closely related work. We note that there are other lines of related research such as clone detection and code comparison (e.g., [19]) that can provide alternative similarity measures between snippets. However, this is not the focus of this work.

Our work mines temporal specifications as the basis for code search. While we were inspired by past work such as Thummalapenta and Xie’s ParseWeb [36] and Zhong et al.’s MAPO [44], our work is significantly different than previous work on the following critical aspects:

- data source - we search over partial programs exhibiting partial specifications. Previous work such as MAPO [44] requires access to additional code around the interesting examples and thus does not handle partial code fragments nor their challenges. Our work can handle program fragments and partial specifications, a unique aspect enabling us to process the numerous examples obtainable from textual search engines, expert sites, and other sources.

- index representation - our search index uses DFAs representing related method calls across multiple objects, enabling powerful example matching. Previous work has typically limited specifications to pairs of events (e.g., [16, 1]), sequences of method calls in terms of types [27, 36] or other predetermined shapes (CTL formulas [39], simple sequences ignoring loops [44], etc.). Works on clone detection considered syntactic information such as the tokens that appear in each sample (e.g., [20, 11]), AST which maintains some structural information (e.g., [5, 19, 25, 38]), and more semantic information based on program dependence graphs (e.g., [13, 23, 24]).

- index construction - most previous work ignores aliasing, performs only in-
traprocedural analysis, or works at the AST level. While these simple techniques can go to some distance, they are inherently limited in obtaining temporal specifications from non-trivial examples.

- consolidation of partial specifications into full specifications - some of the other works assume their analysis granularity will always cover entire use-cases. We make no such assumption, instead consolidating partial specifications into full(er) specifications. To our knowledge, we are the first to apply such techniques.

Below we provide a more detailed comparison with related work.

**Code Search and Recommendation**

Several approaches addressing the problem of semantic code search and its variation were proposed in the literature.

MAPO [44] uses API usage patterns as the basis for recommending code snippets to users. Their work differs from our work in several crucial aspects: (i) MAPO does not deal with missing parts of an implementation. As a result it does not handle arbitrary code snippets, such as many of the examples found online, nor their challenges. Our approach handles arbitrary partial programs, and uses consolidation techniques to derive from them a much more complete view of the API than obtained from individual methods. (ii) MAPO’s analysis tracks global sequences of method invocations on various types, disregarding their association with individual objects, resulting in noise reflecting mixed usage patterns of multiple objects. Our work tracks the receiver of an event even in the presence of aliasing, through method calls, drastically reducing noise from surrounding objects and method calls. (iii) MAPO mines simple sequences ignoring loops, whereas we mine generalized typestate. (iv) While we use relaxed inclusion to find similarities between typestates, MAPO clusters the mined sequences by various clustering techniques. The consideration of such techniques for typestates is the subject of future work.

Strathcona [17] matches the structure of the code under development to the code in the examples. The query in this case is implicit and consists of the prefix of the currently written code. The search is performed over a sample repository (e.g., the existing project), thus no partial code fragments are considered. The search is based on structural context which comprises details of the method being written, its containing class and previous methods invoked. Temporal information such as the order of method invocations is not considered.
Mandelin et al. [27] use static analysis to infer a sequence of code (\textit{jungloid}) that shows the programmer how to obtain a desired target type from a given source type. This code-sequence is only checked for type-safety and does not address the finer notion of typestate. Thummalapenta and Xie [36] introduce a tool called PARSEWeb to expand on Mandelin’s approach by gathering samples online, partially-compiling them and analyzing the results with a simple static analyzer. We employ a similar technique in the first phases of our solution, and we draw from their experience. However, like with Mandelin’s work, their analysis is only concerned with the object types appearing in code sequences. Moreover, their approach is AST-based and does not perform a deeper semantic analysis tracking objects.

XSnippet [31] uses queries that refer to object instantiations, possibly with some additional context from the user’s code. Their analysis is based on a graph representation of the code, which describes the types, methods and fields appearing in the code, but does not track objects and sequences of operations applied on them.

Alnusair et al. [2] use ontologies to represent semantic information about object instantiation sequences. They use an interprocedural points-to analysis to obtain a precise return type for API methods based on the framework code. This allows them to rely on library-side semantic information rather than relying just on information from snippets. Considering richer ontological models of library code seems like a promising direction that can complement the semantic information we use in our approach.

Kim et al. [21] search code for the purpose of attaching code examples to documentation. Their index construction is based on intraprocedural AST-based analysis and considers each snippet as a full use case. Their search is based on method names. This approach is too crude to provide quality results for the kind of queries we address in this paper.

Reiss [30] uses a combination of class or method signatures and dynamic specifications such as test-cases and contracts supplied by a user as a basis for semantic code search. The candidate code snippets, initially obtained by textual search, undergo several transformations aimed at generating candidates that match the signature provided by the user. Matches among these candidates are then found by dynamically checking the test-cases (and additional dynamic specifications if exist). Our approach does not require the user to supply test-cases or their kind as a part of the query. In addition, we do not consider the difficult problem of synthesizing executable code, which makes the usage of test-cases inapplicable. In cases where the results are indeed executable, we can benefit from a similar dynamic
approach to find matches to the query.

**Specification Mining**

*Dynamic Specification Mining* There has been a lot of past work on dynamic specification mining for extracting various forms of temporal specifications (e.g., [7, 4, 26, 42, 43, 10]). Dynamic specification mining does not suffer from the difficulties inherent to abstraction required in static analysis. Because our focus on this paper is on analysis of code snippets, employing dynamic analysis would be extremely challenging. Still, when it is feasible to run a program with adequate coverage, dynamic analysis represents an attractive option for specification mining.

*Component-side Static Analysis* In component-side static analysis, a tool analyzes a component’s implementation, and infers a specification that ensures the component does not fail in some predetermined way, such as by raising an exception. For example, Alur et al. [3] use Angluin’s algorithm and a model-checking procedure to learn a permissive interface of a given component. In contrast, client-side mining produces a specification that represents the usage scenarios in a given codebase. The two approaches are complementary, as demonstrated in [42]. Our index construction in this paper performs client-side specification mining.

*Client-side Static Analysis* Many papers have applied static analysis to client-side specification mining.

Weimer and Necula [41] use a simple, lightweight static analysis to infer simple specifications from a given codebase. Their insight is to use exceptional program paths as negative examples for correct API usage. We believe that our approach could also benefit from using exceptional paths as negative examples. Weimer and Necula learn specifications that consist of pairs of events $\langle a, b \rangle$, where $a$ and $b$ are method calls, and do not consider larger automata. They rely on type-based alias analysis, and so their techniques should be much less precise than ours. On the other hand, their paper demonstrates that even simple techniques can be surprisingly effective in finding bugs.

Monperrus et al. [29] attempt to identify missing method calls when using an API by mining a codebase and sharing our assumption that incorrect usage will be infrequent. They only compare objects that have identical type and same containing method signature, which only works for inheritance-based APIs. Their approach deals with identical histories or identical histories minus $k$ method calls, and unlike PRIME it cannot handle incomplete programs, non-linear method call sequences, and general code queries.
Wasylkowski, Zeller, and Lindig [40] use an intraprocedural static analysis to automatically mine object usage patterns and identify usage anomalies. Their approach is based on identifying usage patterns, in the form of pairs of events, reflecting the order in which events should be used. In contrast, our work mines temporal specifications that over-approximate the usage scenarios in a code-base.

The work of [16] is similar in spirit, but more lightweight. Here too, specifications are only pairs of events, and are used to detect anomalies.

Acharya et al. [1] also mine pairs of events in an attempt to mine partial order between events. Their analysis is for C, which is a fundamental difference since it is not an object-oriented language.

Wasylkowski and Zeller [39] mine specifications (operational preconditions) of method parameters in order to detect problems in code. They use intraprocedural analysis, without any pointer analysis. The mined specifications are CTL formulas that fit into several pre-defined templates of formulas. Therefore, the user has to know what kind of specifications she is looking for. In addition, no consolidation of partial specifications is applied.

Shoham et al. [32] use a whole-program analysis to statically analyze clients using a library. Their approach is limited to single-object typestate. More importantly, their approach is not applicable in the setting of partial programs since they rely on the ability to analyze the complete program for complete alias analysis and for type information. The transition to partial programs and partial specifications is a significant departure from this work. Other than the additional challenges during the analysis, dealing with partial specifications raises new challenges while processing the results. In [32] the focus was on reducing noise, whereas a significant part of our focus is on consolidating the partial specifications into complete ones. In particular, partial specifications include unknown events (\?-transitions). To that end, we suggest unknown elimination and relaxed-inclusion techniques which are different in implementation as well as general goal.
Chapter 9

Conclusion

We present a semantic code search approach capable of searching over arbitrary code snippets, including partial snippets, such as the ones obtained from expert code sites. Our search is based on novel static analysis techniques for specification mining which (a) extract partial temporal specifications in the form of typestate with creation context from (partial) code snippets, and (b) consolidate partial specifications in a way that completes their unknowns whenever possible. In order to answer code search queries, we propose a new notion of relaxed inclusion tailored for partial specifications with unknowns. We show that our approach is useful for answering code search queries dealing with how an API is used.
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Appendix A

Additional Details

In this appendix, we provide some additional details for the interested reader.

A.1 The Importance of Semantic Analysis

Consider the simple program of Fig. A.1. This program uses two Stream objects, reading from one and writing into the other. Analyzing the program at a syntactic level, one might consider all method invocations on an object of type Stream as relating to the same object, resulting with a sequence of the form open,open,read,write,...,close,close, mixing invocations on two different objects. In contrast, our analysis can establish that in and out are different objects and correctly track the individual sequence for each object. Fig. A.2 shows why this problem cannot be solved simply by considering variable names, and requires tracking of semantic information. In this example, the Stream object is pointed to by both in and x, where one is used to open it, and the other to close it. This seems like a contrived example, but it arises naturally in an inter-procedural setting where Stream objects may be passed as parameters. In contrast to the difficulty this poses for syntactic analysis, our analysis is able to correctly track the sequence of method invocations on the tracked object.

A.2 Example for non-termination of Naive Iterative Unknown Elimination

We demonstrate the potential non-termination problem with the following example:

Example A.2.1 (Non-Termination) Consider the concrete histories representing the following sequences: (1) a,?,b, (2) a,c,?,d,b, and (3) c,a,?,b,d. Suppose that we apply unknown elimination on these histories in the order (1),(2),(3). For simplicity, we describe the intermediate results of the unknown-
Stream in = new Stream(...);
Stream out = new Stream(...);
in.open();
out.open();
while(?) {
    x = in.read();
    out.write(x);
}
in.close();
out.close();

Figure A.1: A simple program copying the content of one stream into another.

Stream in = new Stream(...);
in.open();
...
Stream x = in;
...
x.close();

Figure A.2: A simple program operating on a stream.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iter</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a,?,b</td>
<td>a,c,?,d,b</td>
<td>c,a,?,b,d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>a,c,?,d,b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>a,c,?,d,b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>a,c,?,d,b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>a,c,?,d,b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>a,c,?,d,b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.1: Example of potential non-termination in unknown elimination.
elimination algorithm as sequences (concrete histories) without any abstraction. The steps of the iterative algorithm are shown in Table A.1. The thing to note about this particular elimination order is that the 5th step in the elimination reintroduces the original $?$-transition between $c$ and $d$ in sequence (2), since (3) was obtained from (1) which was obtained from (2). This will go on indefinitely.

The non-termination problem could be prevented if we changed the elimination order such that $?$-transitions which share a context are handled consecutively, for example: (1), (3) and only then (2). In this case, (1) would become $a, c, ?, d, b$ (elimination based on (2)), (3) would become $c, a, c, ?, d, b, d$ (elimination based on (2) as well), and (2) would not change. At this point no further eliminations are possible.
Appendix B

Back to Code

To complete the code search story, we demonstrate full results for running the query in Fig. 2.2, including the returned code snippets. The results, displayed in Fig. B.1, are composed of two code snippets, the first composed of just one method containing the initialization sequence and uploading the file, the second composed of three methods (which required inter-procedural analysis to analyze) that contain uploading, logging off and disconnecting. Together The two snippets compose a complete common use-case that matches the user’s query.
@Test()
public void shouldFailToTransferFile()
ToFtpServerOutsideHomeDirectory() throws IOException {
FTPClient ftpClient = new FTPClient();
ftpClient.connect(hostAddress, PORT);
ftpClient.login("testuser1", "testuser1");

InputStream is = ClassLoader.
getSystemResourceAsStream("testfile.dat");
LOG.debug("InputStream loaded: "+ is);
assertFalse(ftpClient.storeFile("/home/admin/testfile-uploaded.txt", is));
}

public boolean upload(InputStream stream, String remoteName)
throws Exception {
try {
if (!setReady()) {
throw new Exception("could not connect to server!");
}
String wd = getWorkDirectory();
if (client.storeFile(wd + remoteName, stream)) {
return true;
}
} catch (Exception e) {
e.printStackTrace();
throw new Exception("upload failed!");
} finally {
if (!handSwitch)
stream.close();
setClose();
}
return false;
}

private void setClose() throws IOException {
if (!handSwitch) {
close();
}
}

public void close() throws IOException {
if (client.isConnected()) {
client.logout();
client.disconnect();
ready = false;
}
}

Figure B.1: Java methods returned from performing code search with the query in
Fig. 2.2. The last 3 methods were taken from the same snippet, and were mined
with inter-procedural support.
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הקל, אנו ציינו לעצם את כל ה-PTS-יםülü"ל לפסיפיקציות מאוחסנות והן

שmotorות שימושים שלהן ב(API).

آن משתמשים באינטראקטיל מדינית כדי לה首富 את אובייקטים הבולטים
_DT-ים המותחתות המפורשות עלינו שלהן מסוגול החלוקה על שמות
שונים לאובייקטים (aliasing). לא יותר ממספרים קצרות לא דוגמה להקלות
ש.BorderStyle לא דוגמה, אנו ממסים כאף לא לפון – зрבל החוק
יודע את הסכינים לאחר המותחתה האורגנית מבזבז עם עこういう אחריה

האנוביקסיים (אקדמיים מהנה)

cדי להענות בשאלות PTS שמסירות את דרכ המלאכת החוקר והן ב(API)
שא.randn זהPTS ישירות ממקיק הוקד. לחלקehr קר פיתונות טכניות שופרות
המקורות הלא Düיניח "חתולים" אינטרניטיבי של החלפות במקטיקות
בנידעו.

בהגון שאילתה בגרה של קוד חלקי, אנרגיות החופש של מצע
פסיפיקציות אמצעים – כלשהי את המתחאת – ואת
ק중앙 kod המותחתים לפסיפיקציות. זו עניינה "متاز תופים המתחאות את
מרכיב הפסיפיקציות, שמות בראשי של "הכלים מתעוררים" – אוירון של
על הכלים ב kontrol - ניידות PTS שירזינו אוירון המתחאות ל
PTS-ים באנדק contiene החופש. לאחר מבך מתודים את התוכנות החופשות
מספר התוכנות התמהוניות לכל פסיפיקציה, כלומר התוכנות מתוניית
לפי הפוספרוליתוט של השימוש אווטו ומיינון.

להתמרת העクリニック בשבעה ו-ז:

-ameda וירינת בחרים ב הקוד ה-
tracked את המתחאות של אלא קיימה של,
שמסוגל החלוקה על שאילתה בגרה של תוכנית חלקי,使って

השبولות שนามית נביא לתחזיות ב-

cdnמה תדריך معدل באפיזאמס טעניםמקטיק חלקי

אנו פסיפיקציות חלקיים לפסיפיקציות מטלון "enumerate". הערה
לטissent לא ידיים החולמות בתכיפות יוצאים מתוכן
דרישה און האנשים שьюעינו שיעיון והתקשר ל
אוי יצור פסיפיקציה.

-יקרון "הכלים מתעוררים" בם יאמן עד הפסיפיקציה בק שיאילתה
לפסיפיקציה מטלון.

-את הגישה שלם ימידה "enumerate" בחרים בלק דוק-פקות ובש
הפותחים ב ישראלים לקיימה קוד

APי מפרים-ואנינו וייצא ומڑים

מקסילה לאחור הצהרות שימושיישיות ליאילתה מורכבות.
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משרתו

משרتو העלו שלונב שבחדה זו היאلفתเพลงיםشارק ישמש ב API כשאר המגניזים להבשות את המשמעות של השאלות (המסטניקה), בניגוד למגניזים קומפים שלقيلים קעלון לוכן למגניזים מזדחקים (המסטניקה); בניגוד להבשות המשמעות שלעלון על השאלות או איון פונקציות מיותר משמשי בקטניע, דיפור תמכ של התמצאות. בсутיפה שלדור ז عليهم התמצאות שלצל קוד המקבל אוצל התמצאות שמאלנרונימו לקוד הליך שהומצאת נקז.

הצעPPER

הטליך

הטליך שלול גאלידה סטיבט של.Canvas הקוד נפ素晴らしい את ה уровне, אירוח המדע שלokus הקוד לבר חיבור ל подготовк כלים למائز ומיזוג, בנוית איינדקס חיות סובלות ממיד זה והרזר קליפ המפולירון של שאיוש.

спектיפי זה ב API הם שוניי שואים אוויר.

בנוסף, العنワーク אתה, עוזר הקוד עלילה גובירה עלילימה ליהות הליך – לדוגמה קטעי פרויקט לא ממיד ס.look יד לבנת אנחל לא תеньк הקוד שיפיקו כל ה angrily הוקים על הלבשניאת עוקף קוד הליך. (ב) נצירה את כל המהירויות השאקיות והלמספר קונים של הליך, (ד) נצירה את כל ה crystalית המחירים של הסמסטרים במקומם הסופי Ŀוד שדרמה מתאמה, ניצרות מודורות על פופולר הם מבנים הסמסטרים של לוגי..

ותרואת במשתון של כל סדרי צדואים או צייגון של עליי של API.

הנשה שלוש לולמהדות עם הקטיי קוד הליך מיבבות על רומת המידה שלמטוגני אוות אוגון "כורה" לכל קטעי קוד – המידה ערא הלוח שעריה מטופס די להב חוץ מקוד המשמעות ב API, נב-but להבוח לשתיים לכייה מקוד הליך. נח תלך בנמ בופי, ממיסים להכלה בכיסים שלילוש hwnd תייקס קוד שוניי, ייצוב בכרח והוריהם של צייל הקבוד לשדרמה שמידות שונות במקוד סמסטר ( المسلم – שדרמה שלם סמיומות את אופי השמשה אובריסיס מסמי, שעון שלוש לולמהדות עם הקטיי קוד הליך ב API, נבוח על כל乗り הת渼 (API) שלונב, אוביקט שטייר לטרפ שיאו חלק המה (המקוד בcrya להכלה על האוביקט מימדיה את המבheten המבצב של צייל ושיגור מאמינים שี้ אוזז המה אוזז מצל של נדישות של כל בפי, נוצץ חזרת צייל המה תייקס קוד בcrya לטרפ צייל המה (API) שלונב, אוביקט שטייר לטרפ שיאו חלק המה (המקוד בcrya להכלה על האוביקט מימדיה את המבheten המבצב של צייל ושיגור מאמינים שיי אוזז המה אוזז מצל של נדישות של כל בפי, נוצץ חזרת צייל המה תייקס קוד בcrya להכלה על האוביקט מימדיה את המבheten המבצב של צייל ושיגור מאמינים שיי אוזז המה אוזז מצל של נדישות של כל בפי, נוצץ חזרת צייל המה תייקס קוד בcrya להכלה על האוביקט מימדיה את המבheten המבצב של צייל ושיגור מאמינים שיי אוזז המה אוזז מצל של נדישות של כל בפי, נוצץ חזרת צייל המה תייקס קוד בcrya להכלה על האוביקט מימדיה את המבheten המבצב של צייל ושיגור מאמינים שיי אוזז המה אוזז מצל של נדישות של כל בפי, נוצץ חזרת צייל המה תייקס קוד בcrya להכלה על האוביקט מימדיה את המבheten המבצב של צייל ושיגור מאמינים שיי אוזז המה אוזז מצל של נדישות של כל בפי, נוצץ חזרת צייל המה תייקס קוד בcrya להכלה על האוביקט מימדיה את המבheten המבצב של צייל ושיגור מאמינים שיי אוזז המה אוזז מצל של נדישות של כל בפי, נוצץ חזרת צייל המה תייקס קוד בcrya להכלה על האוביקט מימדיה את המבheten המבצב של צייל ושיגור מאמינים שיי אוזז המה אוזז מצל של נדישות של כל בפי, נוצץ חזרת צייל המה תייקס קוד בcrya להכלה על האוביקט מימדיה את המבheten המבצב של צייל ושיגור מאמינים שי.
tkcyir

متוכננה

设计方案 בסיסי בתוכנות מודרני הוא שימוש נרחב בסקישור קוד ייחודי. למלש
בעוב דッシュ הפסיפס עם עדכון קובץ XML וסקישור עם מילה תגית, תקני
המשתמשים בסקישור קוד שבעב ימידים למשתמשים. אל, בקומה
לטבות את כל המקטע המפעלים הממשק זכר לעניינאקriblyי סקישור
קוד שלlandırma קדימה בסקישור ממשק מوبة התוכנות, המ משמש את
ה言えば ומקבץ כל ייחודי שערך למלש את התוכנות ואル ב البرلم וסיו
כדי להבטה את הממשה המבנית.

לדגמא, כי הלוחוד קובץ משרת ירכוס או (סונ של שדה קביעה) בודעה
סקישור הקוד של],& חפסת Apache Commons Net לש קודס ולוחוד
לשאתו, כי הלוחוד עם סיסמה, כי הלוחוד את קובץ בוסק ללוחוד, שמעש
בסקישור כי הלוחוד קובץ שלכל את כל הפועלים שלכל, ואכל אחד
ב飒רד שמע, יייסול ללוחוד moduleId לוחוד unsustainable לא רובעה.

דך מובילת לחלדבון את סקישור קוד איב מובנה את לוחם דוגמא של
ה,Object שimetshayim בסקישור ו. בידנה יישע רוסו יסבוס לברים ערוז, יים ייסול ב האחרונים, ים
גיוס יאתיי שמה ללוחודים, גיוס ליצוגובעידיים, גיוס מלק בו
合法权益 בפקודת בסקישור של.

בבל פקודות בפקודת בסקישור של.

גע אצט, לוחם h API לק על י"ע פקודות יב שפקוד שפקוד בו
מקוון: (א) קטעי קוד ייעול שלכל קד שלקר שמדוברים א العمر, וומר
לבריכים את הזרקת ישכלחלק קטעי שלושי לזרקות שעולים בביצה. (ב) קטעי קוד ייעול שלכל פיטולים לא יינועו, לרמשל איב איב כל
קריאתليمחדות שפיטולים שדק מברשות על h API לא ייפקדו כי המישור
שלשה איב ינוע. (ג) עבור סיביר לוחם שברד ייסול בסקישור של
לא a יניית ייזע שטושים בבר, Abel ייניית שטושים בבר,בסקישור של
קורי לתוך לוחמקמצצב, בנטו עם עליית שבר
ומאימ בפדודים ייבש בקומים אתridoות של
קטי השכח הקוד את הפקודת ייסול בפקודת h do.

גב שיחות אנליטית קוד קלאסית ייסול בפקודת h do.
התמקדות המשותפת בין הערכים השונים בפעולה לפידית המתחשבת.
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